In the first three months of the COVID‐19 epidemic, authorities in different parts of the world were unable to agree on a seemingly simple matter -- whether the general public should wear face masks. Media articles tend to explain this phenomenon from the following perspectives. Materially speaking, a shortage of masks in the West prevent health experts and governments from promoting it among the public; historically speaking, East Asian societies are more used to wearing masks after the SARS epidemic; culturally speaking, veiling in the West has a connotation of danger and crime. These explanations fail to explain the recent U‐turn(s) of mask‐wearing behaviours -- despite the persistence of the above three factors, European and American authorities, one after another, endorsed and even encouraged mask‐wearing as a preventive measure against the spread of COVID‐19.

I argue that the use of masks (or not) is related to the selection of risks, and due to the selection, different preventive measures are prioritised. Mask‐wearing prevents the transmission of the virus through aerosol and hand‐washing prevents transmission of the virus through fomites. It is known that SARS‐CoV‐2 transmits through both, so prioritising one preventive measure over the other is less a question of science than a question of politics.

Masks signal a 'liminal stage' of social life; hand‐washing signals 'business as usual'. The different focus on preventive measures is, in the end, a choice of way of life. East Asian societies, partly due to the memory of SARS, collectively entered a special period swiftly; Western societies, partly due to a century‐long lack of personal experience of a severe epidemic, took chances and went on with business as usual (for the first two months). Thus, we witnessed a dissonance of 'hard science' -- the extensive messages on the scientifically proven function of masks (almost no mention of soap) in the East and soap (instead of masks) in the West. As a result, in East Asia, mask‐wearing symbolises knowledge and care; in Europe and the USA, mask‐wearing symbolises ignorance and selfishness. The symbolic meaning of masks, instead of being historically and/or culturally given, is reinvented and reinforced due to messages from authorities -- governments, media and health experts, in the name of science and value.

With the lockdown of European and American cities, the meaning of masks achieved a U‐turn. While citizens started to question messages from authorities, mask‐wearing became a sign of critical thinking and being responsible. Interestingly, in China, the opposite meaning‐making is going on. With the ease of the situation, wearing masks is deemed as increasingly unnecessary and taking off masks is starting to be seen as a courageous behaviour that contributes to the revival of the economy. Such a shift shows that the symbolic meaning of masks is neither historically and culturally fixed, nor simply restricted by the material means. In the end, the myth of masks is essentially a tale of risk selection in the pandemic.
